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Conditions for a phrase-structure grammar (Chomsky 0-type grammar) are estab- 
lished which warrant that any of its derivations univocally defines a syntactical 
structure of the sentence. The simplifications for the particular cases of context- 
sensitive and context-free grammars are indicated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that, for context-free grammars, a leftmost derivation of a sentence 
univocally defines its syntactical tree; the construction of this tree consists of an 
iterative procedure during which two successive strings in the leftmost derivation are 
compared (see, e.g., [1, 2]). 
These--or  similar--properties do not hold for leftmost derivations in general 
phrase-structure grammars [3-5] nor for (not necessarily leftmost) derivations in 
context-free grammars (see, e.g., [6, 7]). 
In this paper conditions for a general phrase-structure grammar are established under 
which each of its derivations univocally defines a syntactical structure (Sections 2-5). 
The simplifications for context-sensitive and context-free grammars are indicated in 
Sections 6 and 7. The case of leftmost derivations i discussed briefly in Section 8. 
* Present address: Universit~it des Saarlandes, Saarbrticken, West Germany. 
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2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
A generalphrase-structure g ammar is defined by a 4-tuple (V, T, R, Z): 
V is a finite set of symbols, 
T is a subset of V, 
R is a finite set of ordered pairs 4~ --~ ~b called rules with $ in V* - -  T*, ~b in V* and 
4' =# ~b (see Footnotes 1, 2), 
Z is an element of V -- T. 
A sentence is a string x in T* for which there exists a finite sequence 
%,  % ,..., oJ. (n > 1) 
and strings cq, r i ,  ~ and ~bi n V* (1 ~< i ~< n --  1) such that 
r = Z , 
09 n = x, 
~o i ----- e~,r~ (1 ~< i ~ n --  1), 
0.1i+ 1 = ffi@iTi (1 ~< i ~< n - -  1), 
and 






The sequence %,  % ,..., ~on is called a derivation of the sentence; each element 
coi (1 ~ i ~< n) of this sequence is called a sententialform. The set of all sentences i the 
language. 
A syntactical structure of a sentence [4, 7-9] is a directed graph with labeled vertices 
which may be informally defined as follows: with each rule 
~1~2 "'" O~ M ---9- f l f2  "'" fN  (O~1 ..... O~M, f l  .... , BIN in V; M >~ 1 ; N ~ 0) 
applied in a given derivation step of the sentence there corresponds a branching with M 
upper edges and N lower edges; the upper edges originate from M vertices labeled 
~1, % ,..., ~M and the N lower edges point to N vertices labeled 81, fa ..... f2v. 
Examples of general phrase-structure grammars, derivations and syntactical 
structures are in Figs. 1, 4, 5 and 6. 
x V* denotes  the  free mono id  generated  by  V 
2 We exc lude  the case of rules ~b -+ ~. 
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3. A PRECISE FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Associate with an arbitrarily given general phrase-structure grammar G = 
(V, T, R, Z) the set of triples S _C V* x V* x R and the funct ionF : S -+ V* x V* 
defined as follows: 
S = {(a, r, r ~ r I aCT and ar are sentential forms}. 
r :  s ~ v*  x v* :  F(~, ,, r ~ r = (~r ~r 
The grammar G is said to be resolvable when its associated function F is injective. 
It is the goal of this paper to establish the sufficient and necessary conditions for a 
grammar to be resolvable. 
Clearly, if a general phrase-structure grammar is resolvable, each derivation, say 
~ol, o~ 2 ,..., o~,  univocally defines a syntactical structure; this structure may be 
obtained in a straightforward way from the sequence of triplets F-1(~oi, oJ2), 
F-l(~oz, oJa) ..... F - l (o J ,_t ,  o~,) (see Footnote 3), where F -1 denotes the inverse function 
o fF .  
Note that the converse is not true: if each derivation univocally determines a
syntactical structure the grammar is not necessarily resolvable; this fact is illustrated 
by Fig. 1. 
4. Two LEMMAS 
4.1. LEMMA 1. I f  x, y, z are strings (over a given vocabulary) satisfying 
xz = zy 
then 
XkZ = zy  k 
for all k ~ O. a 
Proof. Clearly, the lemma is true for k = 0. Suppose now that the lemma is true 
for k - -  1. Then 
xkz = Xxk--lz 
= xzy  k-1 
= zyy~'-I 
= zy  k. 
3 Such a sequence of triplets is what Griffiths [3] calls a derivation; see also [7]. 
4 Per definition x~ = e and x k = xx~-l; ~ denotes the empty string. 




a = ({A, B, a}, 
{a}, 
{A --; BB,  B --+ ~}, 
.4) 








FIG. 1. (a) is a general phrase-structure (more precisely: context-free) grammar; (b) is a 
derivation of the sentence E which is, by the way, the unique sentence of this grammar; (c) is the 
syntactical structure of this sentence. As F(e, B, B ~ c) = (BB, B) = F(B, ~, B ~ c), the 
grammar G is not resolvable; the derivation (b) nevertheless defines a single syntactical structure, 
viz., (c). 
4.2. LEMMA 2. I f  X, y ,  Z are strings (over a given vocabulary) satisfying 
xz  = zy  
and i f  x and y are nonempty, there exist a string u, a nonempty string v and an integer 
n >1 0 such that 
X = UV~ 
y = vu ,  
and 
z : (uv)nu. 
Proof. As x is nonempty there exists a (univocally defined) integer n >/0  such that 
]xn l  ~ I z l  < ] xn+l], 
where [ ~ [ denotes the length of str ing 4. But according to Lemma 1 
xn+lz  _~_ zyn+l .  (1) 
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Hence there exists a (nonempty) string v such that 
X n+l  ~ 2;73 
and 
0<lvf~<lx l .  
Hence there exists a string u such that 
X ~UV 
and 
Substituting (3) into (2) yields 
Substituting (3) and (4)into (1) yields 




z - (uv)"u. (4) 
y =73U.  
5. THE MAIN RESULT 
5.1. THEOREM 1. A general phrase-structure grammar (V, T, R, Z) is resolvable 
if and only if none of the following four conditions i  satisfied: 
(i) there exist strings 7, 8, ~, ~-, 4, ~b in V* such that ),3 @ ~, 4 --+ ~b and743 --~ 7~b3 
are in R, a~43~ and ay~b3~- are sentential forms; 
(ii) there exist strings ),, 8, a, r, 4, 4 in V* such that ~3 :/: E, r 4J3 and 
~r ~ ),~b are in R, oy4&r and a74~&r are sentential forms; 
(iii) there exist strings ~, 8, a, r, ~bl , ~b 2 in V* and an integer k ~ 0 such that 
~]k3~bl~b2 ::~ E, 7~1 ~ ~b I and ~b237 ~ ~b 2 are in R, a~b2(3y)k+13~bv and cr~b2(3),)kS~blr are 
sentential forms; 
(iv) there exist strings ~, 8, ~, -r, 4~ , 40. in V* and an integer k ~ 0 such that 
r --+ ~)'4a nd q~o --+ 42~3 are in R, ar and a420,3)k),r are sentential forms. 
Proof. Suppose that the grammar is not resolvable, i.e., that there exist two 
different arguments, ay (ax, ~'1, r ~ ~ba) and (as, ~'2,4.o --+ ~b~) for which the function 
F defined in Section 3 has the same value. Then 
~1r - -~#~2,  (1) 
~1r = ~, r  (2) 
(a 1 :/- a2) or (T l :/: r~). (3) 
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In order to study the relations (1)-(3) in more detail, four cases are distinguished ~ 
case I: ]0"1[ >/ [%t and [r l [  ~ [ r  3 [, 
case 2: I 0"1 [ } 163 [ and ] r  I [ ~ ] r  2 [, 
case 3: 1ol1 ~< [%[ and [r  1 ] ~ [r  3 ], 
case4: [a a] ~<]~.[ and It1[ ~<l%[.  
As cases 3 and 4 are turned into cases 2 and 1, respectively, by permutation of the 
indices, only these latter cases are to be taken into consideration. 
Case 1. I0.x[ ~]~2[and l r l l  ~>[r2[. 
The relations (1) and (2) imply the existence of strings 7 and ~ in V* such that 
0.1 : O'2~ 
and 
T 1 : ~T 2 9 
Substitution into (1), (2) and (3) yields 
r = rr 
~,~ + ~. 
Case2. 10.1] /> 1%] and It1[ ~< It2[. 
The relations (1) and (2) now imply the existence of strings 7 and 3 in V* such that 
O"1 : 0.3~ (4) 
and 
~2 = 8~'i. (5) 
Substitution into (1), (2) and (3) yields 
7r = r a, (1') 
~'~1 : ~3 (~, (2 ' )  
~,a ~: ,. (3') 
Now, (1') implies 
]7I--k 1r = [r  
Hence it is sufficient o distinguish between the two cases labeled 2.1 and 2.2. 
6 Note that the case I ox I = [ oa I, for instance, is covered twice; while not being prejudicial 
to the correctness of the results this method simplifies their expression. A similar remark holds 
for subsequent case distinctions. 
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Case2.1. lY[ ~]Su land[S]  ~1411. 
The relation (1') now implies the existence of strings 7 and 0 in V* such that 
= 427, 
8 = 041. 
Substitution i to (1') and (2') yields 
7 =/9, 
427r = 1fi2741- (2") 
Now, (2") implies 
1421 + 14,1f = 141I + 1~21. 
Hence it is sufficient to distinguish between the cases labeled 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 
Case 2.1.1. 1421 /> l~]and]4~[  ~ ]~bl[. 
The relation (2") now implies the existence of strings K and A in V* such that 
42 = q~K, (6) 
41 = /~1,  (7) 
Substitution i to (2") yields 
K7 = 7A. 
But K and A are nonempty because 41 --~ ~bx and 42 --~ ~b2 are rules and hence 41 4: ~bl 
and 42 ~ ~b2 9 Lemma 2 is therefore applicable and there exist strings/z, vin V* and an 
integer k ~ 0 such that 
K = [.tV, 
A ---- v/~, 
Substitution i to (7), (6), (4) and (5) yields 
42 = ~,  
T 2 = [~(v , )kT1~I IT1  . 
Note that the condition (3') vanishes because 41 and 42 are necessarily nonempty. 
Case 2.1.2. ]42[ ~ [r ~ Jr 
There exist K, A in V* such that 
r --- A41 '  
K 7 = 7A. 
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Again K and A are nonempty and we obtain in a way similar to that above that there 
exist/z, v in V* and k >~ 0 such that 
r  = ~,  
~1 = ~#~(~)~, 
Again, the condition (3') vanishes. 
Case2.2. [7 i  ~<l~2 land lS [  ~<1~11. 
The relation (1') now implies the existence of strings tz and 0 such that 
~ = y~, (6') 
41 = ~"  (7t) 
Substitution into (1') yields ~/ = 8. 
According to (2') it is sufficient o distinguish between the cases labeled 2.2.1 and 
2.2.2. 
Case2.2.1. 171 >~l r  ~>1r 
Again there exist K and A in V* such that 
7 = r 
8 = Ar 
Substitution into (2') yields K = A. Finally, (7'), (6'), (4), (5) and (3') lead to 
Case2.2.2. I7 l  ~ l r  ~lCxl- 
Again there exist K, A in V* such that 
r  = 7K, 
K : -  ~~ 
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Together with (7'), (6'), (4), (5) and (3') this leads to 
41 = ,78, 4~ = ~, 
61 = a2y ~ 
T 2 = 871 
This completes the proof of the theorem: the conditions (i)-(iv) correspond, 
respectively, with the cases l, 2.2.2, 2.1. l together with 2.2. l, and 2.1.2. 
The theorem is illustrated by Fig. 2. 
(i) '~ 7 ~ 3 7. a 7 ~ 3 7. 
~y~37.  ~y~Sr  
(ii) 
X X 
(iii) ,b2(sy)~ 8 v 8 ~i 
Y 
O* ~2(8y)  k 8 ~1 7" 
6 ~, 8 y 8(y8)~ ~1 7. 
Y 
(iv) ~2(y~) k r ~1 7. 
2 2 
~2 y 8 y(sr)~ ~1 9 
FI~. 2. These eight figures illustrate the four conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 1 ; for instance, 
the top two figures correspond with the condition (i) and illustrate that F(oy ,  3T, d~ -+ ~b) = 
F(a, r, 7~3 --~ 7r 
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5.2. COROLLARY 1.6 ..4 general phrase-structure grammar (V, T, R,  Z) is resolvable 
if for all strings ~,, 3, (~, ~b in V* none of the following four conditions is satisfied: 
(i) ~,3 4: E, 
4~ ~ 4J is in R, and ~,(~ ~ ~,~b3 is in R; 
(ii) ~,3 @ E, 
(~3 --+ ~b3 is in R, and 7,(9 --+ ~,~b is in R; 
(iii) ~,35 --+ $ is in R and ~b3~, --+ ~b is in R; 
(iv) (~ ~ 3),~ is in a and ~b ~ ~b~,3 is in R. 
The utility of this corollary stems from the unsolvability of the following problem: 
determine whether or not an arbitrary general phrase-structure grammar is resolvable. 
This is easily proved as follows: if G = (V, T, R, Z) is a general phrase-structure 
grammar consider 
C' = (V u {Z', A', a'}, T t.) {a'), R u {Z' --+ a'A', a'A' --+ a'Z, A' --+ Z}); 
G' is resolvable if and only if the language defined by G is empty; the latter problem is 
known to be unsolvable (see, e.g., [1, p. 230]). 
Note that the corollary states the necessary and sufficient condition for the function 
G: V* x V* • R --* V* x V*, being an extension of the function F, to be injective. 
6. THE CASE OF CONTEXT-SENSITIVE GRAMMARS 
A context-sensitive grammar is a general phrase-structure grammar (V, T, R, Z) for 
which each rule is of the form ~A~b --~ ~ho~b with A in V -- T, q~, ~b in V* and to in 
V*  - {E). 
THEOREM 2. A context-sensitive grammar (V, T, R, Z) is resolvable if and only if 
none of the three conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2. A context-sensitive grammar (V, T, R, Z) is resolvable if for all 
strings r, 3, c~, ~b in V* none of the three conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Corollary 1 is 
satisfied. 
Again, it is not decidable whether or not an arbitrarily given context-sensitive 
grammar is resolvable. The proof may be given in the same way as for a general 
phrase-structure grammar. 
6 This corollary is a slightly modified version of [10, Lemma 4.9.1]. 
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7. TH~ CASE OF CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARs 
A context-freegrammar is a general phrase-structure grammar (V, T, R, Z) for which 
each rule r -+ ~b has q~ in V -- T. 
THEOREM 3. A context-free grammar (V, T, R, Z) is resolvable if  and only i f  none of 
the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(i) there exist a, r in V* and A in V -- T such that A ~ E is in R, oAAr  is a 
sentential form; 
(ii) there exist y, 8, a, r in V*, A, B in V -- T and k ~ 0 such that A ~ Ay8 and 
B ~ 8yB are in R, aA(y3) ~'+1 yBr is a sententialform. 
Proof. This theorem is a version of Theorem 1 for the grammar being context-free. 
In fact, the case (i) corresponds with the case (iii) of Theorem 1 ; it should thereby be 
noted that the condition "there exist (r, r in V* such that aAAr  is a sentential form" 
is equivalent with "there exist a, r in V* and k ~ 0 such that aAk+2r is a sentential 
form"; moreover, aAr is a sentential form i f aAAr  is. Similarly, the ease (ii) corresponds 
with the case (iv) of Theorem 1; a little thought indicates that the condition "there 
exists k ~ 0 such that aA(yS)k+lyBr is a sentential form" is equivalent with "there 
exists k ~ 0 such that aA(y3)kyBr and eA(y3)k+ayBr are sentential forms." 
This theorem is illustrated in Fig. 3. 
(i) a A A r v A A r 
l 1 
aA r ~ A~ 
(ii) A(ra)k y B ~ ~ A r (~r )  * B 
,~ A r 86'a) ~ r B 9 o A r(8~,) ~ 8 r B ,- 
FIG. 3. These four figures illustrate the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3. 
The following problem is easily shown to be solvable: determine whether or not an 
arbitrary context-free grammar is resolvable. In fact, consider first the case (ii) of 
Theorem 3 or, more precisely, consider the condition "there exist a, r in V* and 
57x/6/3-5 
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k >~ 0 such that 6A(y3)k+XyBr is a sentential form." Call L the set of all sentential 
forms of the context-free grammar and put 
M = V*"  {A}. {(78)~+11k >~ 0}" {yB}. V*. (see Footnote 7.) 
Clearly, the condition is satisfied if and only if the set L n l~I is not empty. Now, it is 
easily seen that L and l~I are a context-free and a regular language, respectively. As 
the intersection of a context-free and a regular language is context-free (see, e.g., 
[t, p. 132]), and as moreover the emptiness problem for a context-free language is 
solvable (see, e.g., [1, p. 230]), it is possible to determine whether or not the condition 
indicated holds. A similar argument may be given for the case (i) of Theorem 3. 
As a consequence, there exists a procedure determining whether or not an arbitrary 
context-free grammar is resolvable. 
8. THE CASE OF LEFTMOST DERIVATIONS 
A derivation of a sentence of a general phrase-structure grammar, say w 1 , w z .... , oJ~ 
is leftmost if in addition to the conditions (I) to (5) of Section 2 the conditions 
(6) 
are satisfied. Intuitively these supplementary conditions express that the symbols 
rewritten during the (i + 1)-th derivation step are not completely to the left of those 
rewritten during the i-th derivation step [3, 4, 6, 8]. Note that for context-free 
grammars the conditions (6) are equivalent with 
~+1 is in T*  (1 ~ i ~ n - -  2). (6') 
The notion of resolvability of a grammar has now to be replaced by a more restricted 
one. More precisely, i fF  and S are those defined in Section 3, let Sl C S be defined by 
S1 ---- {(a, r, ~ -+ ~b) [ a~z and g~bl- are sentential forms which appear as successive 
strings in a leftmost derivation} 
and let F 1 : Sl --* V* • V* be a restriction of the function F. A general phrase- 
structure grammar is leftmost resolvable when its associated function F 1 is injective. 
See Fig. 4 for a grammar which is leftmost resolvable without being resolvable. 
7 S 9 T denotes the set product of S and T, i.e., S 9 T = {xy [ x is in S and y is in T}. 




G = ({A, B, C, b, c), 
{b, c}, 













FIG. 4. (a) is a general phrase-structure (more precisely: context-sensitive) grammar; 
(b) is a derivation (even a leftmost derivation) of the sentence be; (e) shows two syntactical 
structures of the sentence be. Note that the grammar is leftmost resolvable without being resolv- 
able,--as may be illustrated as follows: 
F(~, ~, Be ~ bc) = F(a, c, B ~ b) = (Bc, be), 
FI(E, a, Bc ~ bc) = (Be, be) but Fl(a, c, B --~ b) is undefined because in a leftmost derivation 
the rule B --* b must be applied before the rule C -~ c. 
Hence, when the derivation (b) is leftmost it univoealty defines the first syntactical structure of (c). 
It  is easily seen that each context-free grammar is leftmost resolvable: if 
FI((r , r, ~ ~ ~b) = (w,, co2), 
the arguments a, r and ~ -+ ~b may be univocally deduced from the strings oJ I and co s by 
making use of the following conditions: 
is in T*,  (see (6')) 
is in V --  T, 
r 1 = O'~T 
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and 
CO 2 ~-  O'~T.  
This property does not hold for context-sensitive and, afortiori, for general phrase- 
structure grammars--as i il lustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. It  is relatively easy to put 
forward sufficient conditions for F i to be injective which properly include the context- 
(a) 
(b) 
G = ({A, B, b, c}, 
{b, c}, 










FIG. 5. (a) is a general phrase-structure (more precisely: a context-sensitive) grammar; 
(b) is a derivation (even a leftmost derivation) and (c) represents wo syntactical structures of 
the sentence be. The grammar is not leftmost resolvable as 
FI(~, c, B --~ b) = Fl(~, ~, Bc -+ be) = (Be, be) 
and even when the derivation sub (b) is known to be leftmost it defines the two syntactical 
structures sub (c). 
free grammar case. Unfortunately, these conditions are too strong to be of real interest 
and a deeper study of leftmost resolvability immediately leads to uncomputable 
predicates. 




o - -  ( (4 ,  








A A A A 
A A 
a a 
FIG. 6. The interpretation of this figure is the same as that of Fig. 5--except for the fact 
that the grammar is not context-sensitlve. 
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